In 1973 Ronnie Lee introduced the notion of semicharacteristic classes, which are invariants of the bordism group yi^(Bn) of closed manifolds equipped with a free action of a finite group n. In this paper we relativize his theory. Associated to a homomorphism G->n of finite groups, there is the relative bordism group yi m (BG-> Bn), which is the bordism group of compact manifolds M with a free 7r-action, so that the action on dM is induced from a free G-action, i.e. dM = n XQN for some manifold N with a free 6r-action. The invariants defined here are invariants of this relative group.
§0. Introduction
In 1973 Ronnie Lee introduced the notion of semicharacteristic classes, which are invariants of the bordism group yi^(Bn) of closed manifolds equipped with a free action of a finite group n. In this paper we relativize his theory. Associated to a homomorphism G->n of finite groups, there is the relative bordism group yi m (BG-> Bn), which is the bordism group of compact manifolds M with a free 7r-action, so that the action on dM is induced from a free G-action, i.e. dM = n XQN for some manifold N with a free 6r-action. The invariants defined here are invariants of this relative group.
Lee introduced his invariants to give homological restrictions on closed manifolds equipped with a free action of the dihedral group D 2T . We will apply our theory to study certain non-free actions. In §2 relative semicharacteristic classes are applied to prove: THEOKEM 
2m+1 is a compact manifold with a 77-action, the Lee semicharacteristic is TO 
X\(M; K)=2 (-mH^M; K)]eE GL ev (n).
If 99 is a n injection, then R~G h ev (G -»77) = coker (<p) where <p:
where M is a compact w-dimensional manifold with boundary dM and c ->M BG >Bn commutes up to homotopy. Equivalently, we are given a compact manifold M with a free 77-action, so that the action on dM is induced from a (?-action, i.e. dM = nx G N for some manifold N with a free G-action. Proof. It suffices to show that #i(-M; K) = 0 e^G L ev (G -> n) for an induced triple (M,f,f g ) which is the boundary of a quadruple (W,d',g,g g ,) . By Lee's result ; K) = OeR Glj ev (n). Consider the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence
(Here the tilde always represents the induced 77-cover.) The Euler characteristic of an exact sequence is zero, hence X*(M', K) equals
which is zero in ^G L ev (G -> n) since all the modules involved in the first three terms are induced.
Remark. An analogous theorem could be proved for oriented bordism groups with the target of the homomorphism being a relative version of Lee's orthogonal or symplectic Grothendieck groups. Given an action of n on X we define the singular set y = Sf{X,-n) = {xeX\ gx = x for some gen-{e}}.
LEMMA 2 1 . If D 2r (r odd) acts on a space M so that Z r acts freely, then £f{M, D 2r ) = D 2r x z Sf(M, Z 2 ). If in addition the action is smooth on a closed manifold M and T(^) is a D 2r -invariant closed tubular neighbourhood of £f(M,D 2r ), then (M-intT(S^))/D 2r
represents an element ofyi n (BZ 2 (2) ) and Jf is a generalized homology theory, then Jff^Bnj) ® Z (2) -* 3^m(BTT 2 ) ® Z (2) is an isomorphism. Indeed the map induces a Z (2 >-isomorphism on the .Eg-term of the AtiyahHirzebruch spectral sequence and hence on E m . Unoriented bordism 91, is a generalized homology theory and 9l + = 91, ® Z< 2) since it is 2-torsion.
Thus we must show i m : H+(G; Z (2) ) -• H m (n; Z (2) ) is an isomorphism. Since, in the exact sequence l->H->n^G-+l, p is split by i: G -> n, i , is an injection. The order of H is odd, so a transfer argument shows H+(H; Z (2) ) = 0. The Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence then shows p m : H+(n; Z (2) ) -* H+(G; Z (2) ) is an isomorphism, so i , is surjective.
So the plan of attack on Theorem A is clear; one needs to compute .$ G j ev (Z 2 -* D ir ) and ^i ( J f -i n t T(S?); K). Remark. Although this is true for any field K of characteristic 2, for simplicity we will only prove and use this in the case where K contains a primitive r-th root of unity £. Proof. By 1-7, 2-2, and 2-3 the above sum must be zero with F 2 replaced by F 2 [£] . But since trace is invariant under extension of fields it must also be zero with Remark. With considerably more difficulty, the hypothesis of a smooth action in Theorem A could be replaced by the hypothesis of a locally smooth action on a topological manifold. One needs a substitute for the Z 2 -invariant tubular neighbourhood of Sf{M, Z 2 ) in Lemma 2 1 . This is given by constructing a mapping cylinder neighbourhood of Sf(M, Z 2 ) in M/Z 2 by using Quinn's end theorem [3] (the point here is that ^(Z[Z 2 ]) = 0 for i ^ 0, so the obstructions vanish), and then lifting to M to get an equivariant mapping cylinder neighbourhood of £f(M, Z 2 ) in M. The map from the boundary of the equivariant mapping cylinder neighbourhood to Sf{M, Z 2 ) is not necessarily a sphere bundle, but can be shown to have the homotopy type of a spherical fibration. This allows one to use the Gysin sequence as in the proof of Theorem A.
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